Get to the scene safer.

“Adequate lighting is critical
to our job. These lights save
lives. They prevent injuries
and prevent crashes. They’re
probably the biggest safety
device there is on the truck.”
— Captain John Delain

“In the years we’ve been
using J.W. Speaker lights
they’ve been ﬂawless—
and that means zero
maintenance costs. In my
opinion the headlights are
the best in the world.”
— Fire Fighter Jeff Goetz

Because we all place a premium on safety, there’s usually a premium placed on safety
products. But J.W. Speaker headlights are different—in two major ways:

INCREASED SAFETY
Crisp white light and precise beam patterns put bright light where drivers need it—for better visibility and
safer driving conditions. Rugged construction and long-lasting LEDs means never losing a light on a call.

LOWER COST OF OWNERSHIP
The price of Halogen headlights adds up over time--given the cost of multiple replacements. A single J.W.
Speaker LED headlight has a lifespan equivalent to ﬁfty halogen bulbs—resulting in major long-term savings.
And as much as you’d be willing to pay for the peace-of-mind in knowing you’ve got the best, most reliable
light in the world, we provide that free of charge.
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Model 8630 Evolution & Model 8800 Evolution

MODEL 8630 EVOLUTION
• Direct Replacement for 5.75 " (PAR46) headlights
• Combined high and low beam functions
• Easy plug and play installation with Delphi wire connector
• Front position and DRL functions utilize a new outer ring at high intensities

MODEL 8800 EVOLUTION
• Plug and play replacement for 4 " x 6" 1A1 and 2A1 sealed beams.
• Optional dual mounting assembly is available in RH or LH 4 " x 6" LED
headlight conﬁgurations
• UV-resistant polycarbonate lens
• Die-cast aluminum housing provides maximum protection

Better visability, less fatigue
Bright white LED light improves visibility
and is proven to keep drivers more alert

Lower cost of ownership
One J.W. Speaker LED headlight will last
as long as 50 halogen headlights

